Abstract Spatio-temporal reasoning is extensively used in many areas of computer vision and Artificial Intelligence. Different models for spatio-temporal reasoning are proposed based on topological and directional relations separately in respective domains. Reasoning about moving objects in a spatial scene or description about the two-dimensional scene needs both the reasoning systems simultaneously. We introduced a reasoning system of a two-dimensional spatial scene based on Combined Topological and Directional(CTD) relations method, where we obtain both topological and orientation information simultaneously. Entities in composite tables follows the certain mathematical rule, these rules are elaborated through the certain examples and the composition table for topological relations are rearranged and divided into sub-tables.
Introduction
Common sense knowledge representation is the qualitative and it is shown that qualitative knowledge represents the superset of the quantitative knowledge [12] . Spatial knowledge has a central point in many domains like Artificial Intelligence (AI), spatio-temporal reasoning, natural language processing, human machine interaction, automated reasoning. Spatio-temporal reasoning plays an important role in many computer vision applications, such as path planning in robotics, visual object recognition at higher level which includes the interpretation and integration of visual information and video scene interpretation.
Spatial knowledge representation takes into account the different aspects of space, which includes the topological, orientation, distance relations, shape and size information. Methods for topological reasoning are introduced like Region Connected Calculus (RCC) based approaches [2] [3] [4] 11, 28] , fuzzy approaches [1, 14, 27, 17] and 9-intersections method [5] . In most of the spatial knowledge representation techniques, knowledge about the topological and orientation relations is represented at different abstraction level and different frames of reference are used and two separate systems for reasoning about topological and directional knowledge are developed [8, 19, 20] and a combined systems are developed in [13, 10, 16] .
The different objects in an image or a snapshot constitute a situation, which can be understood or described through relationship between the entities which constitute situation. When the objects change their relative position, they change the relative information like the distance between them, orientation or topological information. Topological transformation represents the different types of changes in spatial scene such as translation, uniform expansion or contraction of one object and tearing or shearing one object. Only translation topological transformation represent the relative movement. In this paper only translation is considered and it is supposed that the entities (objects) don't change the topological configuration, i. e., object is not splits into multiple objects. Under these conditions, translated object is considered as the moving object and a discrete motion is considered [9] . Most of the reasoning process is based on the composition tables, entities in these tables are interrelated and abide by a certain mathematical formula.
Combined Topological and Directional relations(CTD) method [23] uses the intrinsic frame of reference and both the type of relations are well-defined without generalizing the object geometry. The concept of orientation and topological information are integrated into the single model. It is observed that each technique is domain based and was developed a separate system for reasoning about topological or directional relations, in this paper we use CTD method, which is domain independent and represents the topological and directional relations information at the same level of abstraction. This method combines the features of a direction calculi and a calculi of a binary topological relations. To make the paper self contained a small introduction of the CTD method is given. This paper consist of following parts, section 2 explains the related work and section 3 explains the relevant terms which are frequently used in this paper. Combined topological and directional relations method is explained in section 4, section 5 explains the neighborhood graph and change in spatial scene, section 6 explains the relation between the object pair and their converse relations section 7 composed on composition tables, in this section we explore the certain relation between the entities of the composition tables and observe that these tables can be improve from coarse knowledge to finer spatial knowledge by adding the orientation information into topological relations composition tables and vice versa and section 8 concludes the paper.
Related work
Spatial reasoning attempt to represent the data in a linguistic variables, if the observers or human controllers are involved, linguistic variables are related to numeric or geometric representation. Spatial reasoning, especially computing the composition tables for a relation can be done at a coarse information or finer levels depending on the kind of available information.
Numerous techniques has been introduced for spatial and spatio-temporal reasoning during the recent years. Fuzzy methods are among them and fuzzy topological relations based on nearness are used in [27] for fuzzy spatial reasoning. In this method, there are 144 general transitive rules are formed and reasoning is based on these rules, but this technique involve only the topological reasoning and the question about the orientation still remains unanswered.
There is a direct isomorphism between the physical structure of time and one-dimensional spatial structure. Allen [15] introduced thirteen mutually exclusive exhaustive interval relations. Nowadays these relations are used for modeling the directional and combined topological and directional relations information due to this isomorphism between the time structure and onedimensional space structure [21, 24, 23] . Topological and qualitative directional relations are combined in [26, 25] . We used the Combined Topological and directional (CTD) relations method, presented in [23] , for reasoning the topological and directional relations.
Our approach for reasoning about the space is inspired by the approach of representing the spatial knowledge adopted in [13, 16] , where the spatial knowledge of projection and orientation for a two-dimensional scene is presented. Relative orientation for the inclusion case is also introduced, i. e., inclusion spatial relation is further explored and directional contents are also introduced for the topological relations and . These cases are explored due to certain reasons like all objects included in the another can be manipulated by the parent objects. Describing the global scene, they can be relatively described with respect to parent object. For example, objects inside the room inherit the orientation of that room with respect to others in the building. But how can be objects described lying inside the room, i. e., what will be the orientation of objects inside room relative to the room?
As it is the change of knowledge representation through 5 to 8 in region connected calculus, where the inclusion spatial relation is further divided into four spatial relations, namely TPP, NTPP, TPPI, NTPPI. In such a case, the relations TPP, TPPI also have the directional or orientation contents. Two separate system of composition table are developed for topological and directional relations. Entities in these tables are interrelated through the certain mathematical rules. These rule are explained in section 7.
Preliminary definitions
In this section we recall some basic definitions which are frequently used throughout the reminder of the paper.
Fuzzy set: A fuzzy set in a set is a set of pairs ( , ( ))such that = {( , ( )| ∈ )} Fuzzy membership function: A membership function in a set is a function : → [0, 1]. Different fuzzy membership functions are proposed according to the requirements of the applications. For instance, Trapezoidal membership function is defined as
it is written as ( , , , ) ( ) where , , , , ∈ R ∧ < ≤ < . Converse of a relation: Let be a relation between the object pair ( , ), written as ( , ), then its converse relation˜ is a relation between the same object pair when objects commute. It is defined as
Transitivity: The composition 1 ⊙ 2 of two general relations 1 , 2 is a relation defined as
where ( , , ) are three objects. Conceptual neighbor: Two relations between pairs of events are (conceptual) neighbors, if they can be directly transformed into one another by continuously deforming (i. e. by shortening, lengthening or moving) events (in topological sense) and a set of relations between pair of events forms a conceptual neighborhood graph if its elements are path connected through conceptual neighbor relations [7] . Force histogram: The force histogram attaches a weight to the argument object that this lies after in direction , it is defined as
The definition of Force histogram F ( ), directly depends upon the definition of real valued functions , and used for the treatment of points, segments and longitudinal sections respectively [18] . These functions are defined as
Where , represents the number of segments of object and object respectively and variables (x, y, z) are explained in figure 1 . These are the definitions of Force histograms, directly depending upon the definition of function . F ( ) is actually a real valued function.
Oriented lines and fuzzy Allen relations
In this section, certain terms used for computations are explained. Drawing of oriented lines, segments and longitudinal sections are explained in subsection 4.1 and Allen relations in section 4.2. Combination of topological and directional relations are explained in section4.3 and 4.4.
Oriented lines, segments and longitudinal sections
and be two spatial objects and ( , ) ∈ R, where is any real number and
( ) is an oriented line at orientation angle and ∩ ( ) is the intersection of object and oriented line ( ). It is denoted by ( ), called segment of object and length of its projection interval on x-axis is . Similarly for object where ∩ ( ) = ( ) is segment and length of its projection interval on x-axis is , is the difference between minimum of projection points of ∩ ( ) and maximum value of projection points of ∩ ( )(for details [21] ). In case of polygonal object approximation ( , , ) can be calculated from intersecting points of line and object boundary, oriented lines are considered which passes through at least one vertex of two polygons. If there exist more than one segment, then it is called longitudinal section as in case of ( ) in figure 1.
Allen temporal relations in spatial domain and fuzziness
Allen [15] introduced 13 jointly exhaustive and pairwise disjoint (JEPD) interval relations. These relations are = {<, , , , , , , , , , , , >} with meanings before, meet, overlap, start, finish, during, equal, during_by, finish_by, start_by, overlap_by, meet_by and after. Allen relations in space are conceptually illustrated in figure (2). ( ), segment as in case of object , longitudinal section as in case of object [21] .
Fig. 2 Black segment represents the reference object and gray segment represents argument object
These relations have a rich support for the topological relations and represents the eight topological relations in one-dimensional spatial domain. Eight relations are possible combination of eight independent Allen relations in onedimensional spatial domain. Inverse of these relations and their reorientation represented in tables (1) and table (2) . These tables show that whole twodimensional space can be explored with the help of one-dimensional Allen relations using oriented lines varying from [0, ]. Fuzzy Allen relations are used to represent the fuzzy topological relations where fuzziness is represented at the relation's level. Fuzzification process of Allen relations don't depend a fuzzy membership function. Trapezoidal membership function (equation (1)) is used due to flexibility in shape change.
Let ( , ) be an Allen relation between segments (Segment of an argument object) and (Segment of reference object), ′ is the distance between ( , ) and it's conceptional neighborhood. We consider a fuzzy membership function :
The fuzzy Allen relations are defined in [26] as
and is the length of segment (I) and is the length of segment (J) and (x,y,z) are computed as described in section 4.1.
Most of relations are defined by one membership function but some of them are defined by conjunction of more than one membership functions like
In fuzzy set theory, sum of all the relations is one, this gives the definition for fuzzy relation . These are the topological relations which represent fuzziness at relation's level. For example, Meet topological relation is represented based on nearness and length of smaller interval defines the smooth transition between the Meet (Meet_by) and before (after) relation. In spatial domain, before (after) are called the disjoint topological relations.
Combining topological and directional relations
The approaches for topological relations between objects are developed largely by the Max.J. Egenhofer [6] using the point set topology. This relationship between two regions is represented by a 3 × 3 matrix, called 9-intersections model. There are eight topological relations. These eight topological relations are Disjoint, Meet, overlap, Covers, contain, Covered_by, Contained, Equal. It considers only one piece region without holes in two-dimensional space.
On the other hand, 8 was developed by Randell et al. [22] , an axiomatic theory which represents the topological relations. 
CTD method
The process of object decomposition is repeated for each direction varying from 0 to . 2 topological relations are defined as it provides us the information that how the objects are relatively distributed. Relations are represented as ( , ), where stands for a topological relation such as {D, M, TPP, NTPP, TPPI, NTPPI, EQ} with meanings disjoint, meet, tangent proper part, non tangent proper part, tangent proper part inverse, non tangent Proper part inverse and equal. Similarly stands for directional relations between object pair such as {E, NE,N, NW, W,SW,S,SE} with meanings east, north east, north, north west, west, south west, south and south east.
These relations are not Jointly Exhaustive and Pairwise Disjoint (JEPD). To obtain JEPD set of topological and directional relations an algorithm was advocated in [23] , it provides us the JEPD set of relations. Objects are approximated through the polygon object approximation. Different steps of computing the combined topological and directional relations are -Fix an angle and draw lines passing through the Vertices of polygons representing the objects. For this purpose, simple line drawing formula of slop intercept form can be used and intercepts can be computed from the Vertices of polygons. -For each line compute variables ( , , ) and use mathematical equations given in section 4.2 to compute Allen relation, if there exist more than one segment, then use the fuzzy operators to integrate the information, usually the disjunction operators are suitable. These relations are computed for each line in a direction, then obtained information are integrated into a single value, then these relations are normalized for a given direction by dividing sum of all Allen relations to each Allen relation.
1 In "DC= Disconnected" and 9-intersections represent the "D=Disjoint" same semantics we use in our terminology "D" for disjoint topological relation, similarly for "M" for "meet".
-These normalized value of a fuzzy Allen relation is then multiplied to a fuzzy directional set to find the degree of an Allen relation in a direction, at the last step -To find the qualitative directions, these information are summarized and different topological relations with directional contents are defined as
, where represents a topological relation and represents the direction. -This information is represented in a matrix. Then a small algorithm is run which enables us to have a JEPD set of topological and directional relations. These relations for an object pair are represented in following example. 
Conceptual neighborhood graph and object change in spatial position
In this section we will explain the possible changes in the topological and directional relations that is explained in section 5.1 and conceptual neighborhood graph for CTD method section 5.2 and continuity of spatial relations in section 5.3.
Conceptual neighborhood graph and change in spatial relations
In real world situations, spatial and temporal relationships between objects change continuous. The objects change its position to the next neighboring position. The continuous change in topological relations can be depicted as:
The movement can be represented as change in directional relations,
Similarly for other topological and directional relations sequence of change in the spatial relations can be assessed. When these topological and directional relations are taken together, they might change the topological or directional part of the relation between two objects or both the topological and directional relations between objects. This change in spatial relation between two objects can be represented as a change in pair of relations. For better explanation let us consider the possible changes from the initial position of ( ( , ), ( , )) (called , meets each other from East)
Change in topological and directional relation
Change in topological relation Three types of interval deformation are identified called A-deformation, B-deformation and C-deformation [7] . A-deformation occurs when the one interval expands or contracts with one point fixed, i. e., one interval is stretched or shearing occurs. A deformation is called B-deformation when intervals don't change the size, only interval change their position with time. C-deformation is characterized as the uniform expansion or contraction of interval take place. We represent here only one possible transition from partially overlap relation.
Conceptual neighborhood and neighborhood graph
Neighbor graph of topological relations represent three types of topological deformations. Here for simplicity of graph, only one branch of B-deformation is taken into account and possible transitions are presented into the graph. In figure 4 , object can move to a circular path,orientation neighborhood and straightened path, a topological neighborhood, beside these paths there is another path called diagonal path, in this a case object moves towards the topological and orientation neighborhood. Neighborhood graph shows the allowable transitions among the relations, these transitions are possible when the objects move or change occurs in a spatial scene. In figure 4 , it is shown that every point of a neighborhood graph has eight possible direction nodes. Here relations are represented by a pair ( , ) where represents the topological relation and represents the orientation relation between the object pair.
Conceptual neighborhood graph and continuity
Continuity in motion is modeled as a continuous change in the spatial relations. In neighborhood graph two connective nodes represents two states of moving objects and the edge between them represent the time. Let us consider that (0, 0) shows the position of a node and +1 shows the possible movement of a relation and −1 shows the possible movement of the relation in opposite direction. When the topological relation is in outermost shell, then topological change is not possible in outward direction, as a result, in outward direction, object change the distance relation or distance and directional relation at the same time.
For example if (0, 0) position shows the relation ( , ), then −1 in topological neighborhood may represent the (respectively ) then 1 represents the (respectively ) similarly −1 in directional neighborhood may represent the directional relation (respectively ) then 1 will represent the relation (respectively ). Similar rule applies for the diagonal neighborhood. If the objects have the EQ spatial relations then shell representing the relation TPP/TPPI disappears and NTPP, NTPPI relation is replaced with the relation EQ.
Topological and directional relations and their converse
This system provides the topological and directional relations at the same abstraction level. If defines relation between object pair ( , ), has two components, first component is the topological component and provide us information about the topological relation between objects and second component provide us information about the angular order between object pair. Formally this can be written as
where , represents the topological and directional parts respectively and converse relation (recall equation 2). ( , ) has two components (equation 6) and each component acts independently, its topological part has the topological converse and converse of a directional part commutes with the symmetric properties of the angular order. i. e.,
and its symmetric properties for directional relations are
By combining the equation 6, 7 and 8, The converse relation (equation 2) can be rewritten for this system as
The table3 represents converse of all the topological relations in the twodirectional space. This table shows that most topological relations have the same converse relation, i. e., topological relation doesn't depend on the order of objects. The table4 shows the converse of directional relations. These We can define some composition rules based on these tables 1. If the relation between object pairs are changed along with order, then resulting relation remains the same, i. e., if is a topological relation between object pair ( , ) and˜ is the relation between the object pair ( , ), topological inverse, then composition will be These tables represent the coarse knowledge disjunction. This derived knowledge can further be refined through the introduction of a directional contents between the object pair.
Composition table for directional relations
Table10 represents the composition table for directional relations. This composition table can be refined by introducing the topological relations.
A general rule can be followed that if the neighboring direction and same topological relation, then topological relation will be changed. If they have opposite or perpendicular direction, then topological relation between object pair remains same. 
Conclusion
Spatio-temporal reasoning is an important part of the Artificial Intelligence and many applications in related fields, existing approaches in this field are domain based. The disjunction of relations represent the coarse knowledge and these information could be refined by adding the topological information to the composition table for directional relations and vice versa. Different techniques have been developed for reasoning the topological relations and no such a well defined technique could be found regarding the directional relations. Continuous moving objects can change the topological or directional or both the relations simultaneously. In this paper we used the method for CTD relations for reasoning which leads from the coarse knowledge to the finer knowledge of the spatial domain and this method represents the fuzziness at relations level. We established that the certain entities of the composition tables are interrelated and they follow the mathematical rule. This rule is generalized and composition table is rearranged and divided into sub-tables.
